QUALIS—YOUR BRAND, CENTRIC QUALITY

Top retailers and distributors have the confidence to put their name on our aftermarket undercar parts because they know that Centric means quality and value. As they say, there’s quality... and then there’s Centric quality. Headquartered in Madison Heights, Michigan with distribution facilities in Hebron, Kentucky (adjacent to the Cincinnati airport), Qualis Automotive is focused on our retail customers. We provide top quality products, customized packaging, competitive prices, on-time delivery and customer service that allows them to grow their share in the automotive aftermarket.

QUALIS AUTOMOTIVE

Email: Tech@CentricParts.com  \  Phone: (310) 218-1091  \  Web: QualisAutomotive.com
COMMITTED TO INNOVATION & QUALITY

With research and development that is unparalleled in North America, Centric is continually innovating to improve the parts you deliver. We maintain in-house inspection and testing facilities for all our products. Qualis parts are precision manufactured with CNC machine tools, using only the best materials at state-of-the-art facilities throughout the world, and our manufacturing partners are proven, tested and ISO9001/ISO TS16949 certified.

DESIGNED WITH CONFIDENCE

Let us show you why so many of North America's largest distributors, retailers and installers have discovered the advantages of partnering with Qualis Automotive.

DRUMS & ROTORS

Precision engineered to meet or exceed OE performance specifications for metallurgy, dimensional configuration, surface finish and longevity.

CHASSIS

Full line coverage of steering and suspension components manufactured with highest standards for quality and consistency.

HYDRAULICS

OE fit, form, and function matched for vehicle integrity, performance, and safety that meets SAE specifications for full assemblies and components.

FRICITION

Complete replacement solutions for applications ranging from passenger vehicles to heavy-duty trucks, police and law enforcement, and military transport.

YOUR NEXT MOVE? Learning more about how Qualis Automotive can help your enterprise deliver industry leading aftermarket undercar part under your brand is simple. Call (310) 218-1091 or visit QualisAutomotive.com to get started.